
Event Name: TECH-WOOD 

 

Event Description:-  

This event is inspired from the BOLLYWOOD game which we probably played in 

our childhood. Game is based on guessing the names related to technical terms 

related to the computer field by some hints of letters(vowels only). There are a 

total 4 chances to guess the correct consonant i.e By guessing any one letter wrong 

1 letter would disappear from the word TECH. Each team would be given a 

buzzer(through the link) and the one who hits the buzzer first will get the chance to 

guess the word. Top performers of the round will be promoted to the next round. 

Event Rules:- 

1. This event will be a two person team event. 

2. The event will consist of three rounds. 

3. Platforms required for this event are Zoom/Google meet and ccg.buzz 

(website for buzzer). 

4. If during the event, participants find any technical issues related to internet 

connectivity then event  organizers will not be responsible for the same. 
5. The letter required to guess would be consonants only, as vowels (a,e,i,o,u) 

present in the given word will already be provided initially. 

6. Everyone should be in a zoom/google meeting before 10 minutes of the 

commencement of the event, after commencement no participants will be 

allowed to enter the meeting. 

7. For entry in the zoom meeting the participants should compulsorily have 

their name renamed as “Teamname_Participant name”. 

8. Only TeamLeader is allowed to answer to the coordinator via private chat in 

zoom. 

9. Only TeamLeader is allowed to hit the buzzer, if other then that if someone 

hits the buzzer then the team will be disqualified. 

10. On buzzer portal, only the TeamLeader will enter representing the whole 

team. 

11. Intercommunication between two different teams is not allowed, if found 

then both the teams will be disqualified. 

12. Event coordinators’ decision should be considered final. 

 

 

Judging Criteria:- 

https://ccg.buzz/


● First round will be a technical Question round. There will be a total of 25 

MCQ and short answer questions. Round will be 40 minutes long. Top 20 

teams will be promoted to the next round. 

● All qualified teams will be given a total of 8 points at the start of the second 

round for completing the first round and qualifying for the second round, 

from which further points will be calculated. 

● Second Round will be 30 minutes long. It will have a maximum of 20 

words. All teams will be shown a word on the shared screen. First team to 

press the buzzer will get a chance to identify words or give a single 

character. 

● if that character is not in the word then 1 point will be deducted from their 

points. if the character is in the word then that character will be added to that 

word on screen and the team will get 10 seconds to guess the next character. 

In the same way total 4 chances will be given to guess the whole word.  

● Even if after guessing 4 correct characters the team is not able to guess the 

word neither the points will be given nor deducted from their points. Then 

the word will be passed to the next team that had pressed the buzzer on the 

2nd position. if that team guesses the word word right then that team will get 

1 point only.this will go on until the word is solved. 

● After completion of the second round top scoring 5 teams will be promoted 

to third round. 

● Third round will be 20 minutes long. It will be the same as the second round 

but the difficulty level will be high. Previous all scores will be replaced with 

8 points for this round. At the end of the round top 3 will be declared as 

winners.  

 

Team Registration Link:- 

● All the teams need to compulsory fill this form for this event after 

Registration ID is received 

https://forms.gle/W1rLSwYCRmJ9E5bKA  

 

 

https://forms.gle/W1rLSwYCRmJ9E5bKA

